
  
 

SourcePlus Case Study:  
A National Hearing Care Manufacturer Sought to Increase One Retail Location’s 

Dwindling Marketing Universe 
 
The Objective: A single source direct mail list had been the sole source of prospect data for a 
manufacturer of hearing aid products. Upon seeing their marketing universe steadily decline, 
they were determined to find a partner who could maximize their reach of qualified prospects. 
 
 
The Solution: 
AccuData Integrated Marketing proposed using SourcePlus, a proprietary multi-
source list selection technology, to increase the client’s prospect universe. 
SourcePlus uses a custom waterfall process to identify unique records that meet 
specific geographic and demographic criteria within multiple consumer files, 
resulting in an average lift of 20% over a single source list. 
 
Prior to engaging SourcePlus, AccuData performed a detailed demographic 
analysis of the Hearing Care Center’s customer database to determine the 
attributes that most closely matched their current purchasing customers. 
 
Using the customer’s geographic footprint and consumer attributes that 
included age (55 and older) and income ($40,000 annually), AccuData 
proceeded to run counts using the client’s preferred direct mail file and 
identified 386,986 prospect records. 
 
 
The Outcome: 
AccuData then applied the same criteria to SourcePlus, which was able to 
identify an additional 320,971 records — an incremental lift of over 82%! 
 

Databases: Number of Prospects: 
Source 1 (original source) 386,986 
Source 2 102,552 
Source 3 33,639 
Source 4 84,608 
Source 5 100,172 
Total Records Identified: 707,957 

 
Before delivering the final file, a complete suite of data hygiene and suppression 
processes were performed to standardize addresses, meet USPS® Move Update 
standards, and remove potentially undesirable/undeliverable records. 
 
The Hearing Care Center now orders a monthly refresh to capture changes that 
are occurring in their prospect universe.  On average, they see a 50% lift over 
their original single source list. 
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AccuData’s SourcePlus 
SourcePlus is a sophisticated list selection technology that seeks unique records among the nation’s leading 
consumer files. With SourcePlus, instead of mailing only to the consumers on your preferred list, multiple data 
sources can be tapped to identify new, fresh records that could be more receptive to your messaging and offers. 
SourcePlus uses your geographic and demographic criteria to identify unique records within leading, compiled 
direct marketing files resulting in a typical volume increase of up to 20% over a single-source list.   
 

• 347 million B2C records 
• 10 – 20% lift over the original data source 
• 20% or more matches on data enhancement over single source data 
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